
Student Learning Assessment (SLA)

Integrating “All Things” Learning 
Assessment: Advancing Student Success 

November 20, 2019
8:30-11:15 am

Gordon Commons, Overture Room



Agenda
8:30am        Breakfast and Networking 

9:00am        Welcome Remarks, Steve Cramer, Vice Provost for Teaching and 
Learning and Professor 

 
9:15am        Student Learning Assessment (SLA) Overview
 
9:30am        Assessment Plans

Creating Common CLOs and PLOs
Course Syllabi
Course Evaluations

                    Assessment Reporting 
 
10:15am      Break
 
10:30am      “New” Direct Evidence of Student Learning (DESL) Project
 
10:45am      Discussion, Feedback and Questions
 
11:15am      Adjourn
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● How can we work together to advance student learning and the 
Wisconsin Experience

● What are the main areas of focus within Student Learning 
Assessment 

● How are the areas connected, part of the ongoing cycle of 
assessment

● How are we using new digital tools and systems to make data 
more accessible and usable

● What tools and resources are available to support you

Session Takeaways



Learning Assessment - Big Picture
● Assessing learning is an integral, ongoing component of 

academic life  --- not new!

● Essential when designing effective courses and programs

● Supports faculty with academic planning, curricular and 
co-curricular development and decision-making

● Makes learning more transparent for students
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● What – What are students expected to learn? Define clear, measurable learning 
outcomes.

● Where – Where in the curriculum are students expected to learn and apply the 
knowledge and skills specified as learning outcomes? Ensure that students 
engage in sufficient learning experiences to achieve these outcomes.

● How – How do program faculty know (what is the evidence) that students are 
learning what they expect them to? Gather evidence to determine how well student 
learning matches expectations.

● So What – So what do the results mean for the program? Include an analysis 
and discussion of the evaluative evidence. Define any next steps. Use the results 
to validate or improve learning.

Assessment Plans
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Universal Design for Learning/Backward Design

Learning Activities

What learning 
experiences and 
activities will enable 
student to practice and 
achieve the outcomes? 

Learning Outcomes

What will students know, 
understand and do?  
Outcomes often reflect 
core and enduring 
concepts and ideas of the 
course or program. 

Assessing Learning

How will we know if 
students have achieved 
the outcomes? Determine 
how students will 
demonstrate what they 
know or can do.  

Adapted from Wiggins, G. & McTighe, J. (2005). Understanding by Design, 2nd Ed. Prentice Hall.
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● Learning outcomes at the program and course level are required

● All program learning outcomes (PLOs) are already in Lumen and 
viewable through The Guide (public, available to students)

● Early stages of collecting course learning outcomes (CLOs) in the 
systems

assessment.provost.wisc.edu/student-learning-outcomes/    

Learning Outcomes
Courses & Programs

https://assessment.provost.wisc.edu/student-learning-outcomes/
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Learning Outcomes
Courses & Programs
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● Provides students with valuable course information

● Conveys learning expectations (course learning outcomes) and other 
required elements (policy based)

● Serves as a durable, portable record for departments and for students

teachlearn.provost.wisc.edu/course-syllabi/  

The new Course Syllabus (AEFIS) tool in Canvas simplifies the 
development and sharing of course syllabi: for students, faculty and 
departments. 

Course Syllabus

https://teachlearn.provost.wisc.edu/course-syllabi/
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● Editable digital syllabus template available in Canvas/AEFIS
○ Populates syllabus with many of the required elements (via 

integration with the Student Information System (SIS))
○ Course learning outcomes are populated if in AEFIS/Lumen
○ Allows for section- and instructor-specific details and expectations

● AEFIS supports the digital collection of syllabi and serves as the 
repository for departments

● Need your help increasing the use of the Canvas/AEFIS digital syllabi 
across campus

Digital Course Syllabus (AEFIS) 
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Two new navigation buttons in Canvas this past 
semester:

1. Course Syllabus (AEFIS) - Provides the “front 
page” of the syllabus with required elements

2. Course Summary - Editor on top of page 
which provides the instructor to make a 
personalized syllabus.

Course Syllabus (AEFIS)
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● Provides a way for instructors to capture students’ perceptions 
and feedback about instruction, course activities, learning 
experience

● Informs course, pedagogical and curricular improvements

● Can serve as an indirect method for student feedback about their 
learning (relative to the learning outcomes)

Course Evaluations
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● Allows academic departments to more efficiently and effectively 
administer course evaluations
○ Significant time and money savings vs. paper-based reporting

● Faster results and potentially more in-depth responses

● Robust reporting options

● Accessibility for students (digitally savvy users) 

assessment.provost.wisc.edu/course-evaluation-surveys/ 

Digital Course Evaluations

https://assessment.provost.wisc.edu/course-evaluation-surveys/
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● Have students complete the surveys in class (just as they did with the 
pen/paper forms)

● Let students know how important their responses are (and provide 
examples)  

● Provide a small incentive for students who complete the evaluation
● Ask students to provide feedback about their own learning relative to 

the learning outcomes

Digital Course Evaluations
Tips for High Response Rates
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Survey Templates (Questions)
● Multiple Choice
● Instructor Multiple Choice
● Text Memo
● Instructor Text Memo
● CLO Placeholder - Student (Before, 

After, Both)
● Rollup Questions Placeholder

Digital Course Evaluations in AEFIS
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Digital Course Evaluations in AEFIS 
Survey Schedules
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Digital Course Evaluations in AEFIS 
Surveys (Instances)
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Digital Course Evaluations in AEFIS
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● Assessment plans reflect 3 years; assessment reports are annual 
(next due: Dec. 2, 2019)

● Overall, programs should:  
○ Align assessment activities (indirect or direct) with the learning 

outcomes
○ Conduct at least one direct measure that evaluates at least one 

learning outcome
○ Assess all program learning outcomes  

Assessment without using the data is just a meaningless exercise: take 
the time needed to analyze the data and think about where the program 
could engage in continuous improvement.

Annual Assessment Reporting





Direct Evidence of Student Learning (DESL)

https://mediaspace.wisc.edu/media/Direct+Evidence+of+Student+Learning/1_4t1cjhl1


Why DESL?
● Faculty and instructors evaluate student learning to answer key 

questions
○ Are my students learning what I expect? 
○ Are the course activities aligned with the learning outcomes?
○ What concepts or ideas need further explanation or delineation? 
○ Are students making progress?  
○ Overall, how will I know that learning has taken place? 

● Direct assessments are required for program assessment reporting

● Direct assessments align with campus learning analytics efforts



DESL in Courses
Faculty can now digitally capture actionable learning data (evidence) in 
real time, within and across courses via Canvas/AEFIS integration

● Align and link course activities to learning outcomes
● Create rubrics and evaluate student work
● Access student data in real-time and over time – reports and 

dashboards
● Use data to monitor student progress, adjust assignments or 

pedagogy, and inform students



Setting up DESL in Canvas/AEFIS

In Canvas, complete the following steps:

● Connect to AEFIS by clicking on “Course Syllabus (AEFIS)” button 
● Select “Assignment Linking”

○ Link Canvas assignments to course learning outcomes (CLO) in AEFIS
● Grade throughout the semester 

○ Enter grades in Canvas gradebook
○ Must use Canvas SpeedGrader if linking to specific question or Canvas 

rubric criteria
● Track student progress in “Assessment Data”

○ View individual data per student by CLO
○ View aggregate data by CLO































Setting up DESL in Canvas/AEFIS

In Canvas, complete the following steps:

● Connect to AEFIS by clicking on “Course Syllabus (AEFIS)” button 
● Select “Assignment Linking”

○ Link Canvas assignments to course learning outcomes (CLO) in AEFIS
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https://drive.google.com/a/wisc.edu/open?id=1idtj9XTIlTQ02k96xSs-86rWkISCi3ZmnKTfMg-GK4c


DESL Project Timeline
2017– 2019

● Piloted program-level functionality (Pharmacy, etc.)
● Feedback, upgrades and improved reporting and display features

Summer – Fall 2019
● AEFIS develops course-level functionality, test phase

Fall 2019
● Begin broader campus engagement
● Add resources: introductory videos, KnowledgeBase (KB) articles, 

website presence
● Engage “ready” faculty, instructors, instructional professionals, AEFIS 

administrators
● Engage leadership

Spring 2020 –  Implement                   Feedback



DESL Implementation Strategy
Launch & Sustain
1. Engage “ready” courses and academic programs

Academic Programs
● Pharm D
● Marketing
● Spanish
● SoHE Online Personal 

Finance
● Online programs
● Others

Courses
● REACH and Excel courses
● General Education courses
● CLO/Syllabus Incentive Project 

departments (8-12 depts)
● Blended@UW winter and summer 

2019 fellows
● Online courses

(TeachOnline@UW)



2. Engage schools, colleges, departments, faculty, instructors, 
teaching and learning professionals

● Faculty and instructors 
● Instructional designers, specialists and instructional technologists

○ Instructional Technology Group (ITG), REACH, Excel
● Departmental AEFIS administrators
● Leadership

○ University Council of Academic Affairs and Assessment (UCAAA), ITG, 
Learning Analytics Roadmap Committee (LARC), Undergraduate 
General Education Committee (UGEC), Graduate Faculty Exec Ctte 
(GFEC), etc.

DESL Implementation Strategy
Launch & Sustain





OBSERVATIONS. QUESTIONS.
DISCUSSION.
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Student Learning Assessment Team
Mo Bischof, Office of the Provost | mo.bischof@wisc.edu 
Steve Cramer, Office of the Provost | steven.cramer@wisc.edu
Regina Lowery, Office of the Provost | regina.lowery@wisc.edu
Saundra Solum, DoIT Academic Technology | saundra.solum@wisc.edu
Michelle Young, APIR | michelle.young@wisc.edu
Kristy Bergeron, DoIT Academic Technology | kirsty.bergeron@wisc.edu
Caitlin O’Brien, EI and Office of the Provost | caitlin.obrien@wisc.edu
Jon Orum, DoIT Academic Technology | jon.orum@wisc.edu

assessment.provost.wisc.edu

mailto:mo.bischof@wisc.edu
mailto:steven.cramer@wisc.edu
mailto:regina.lowery@wisc.edu
mailto:saundra.solum@wisc.edu
mailto:michelle.young@wisc.edu
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https://assessment.provost.wisc.edu/


THANK YOU
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